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RESUMEN: Este documento explora las formas en que EdTech se ha aplicado e implementado en 
los campus e informa sobre políticas, procedimientos y prácticas. Los resultados son que el futuro no 
puede predecirse; sin embargo, la tecnología es el presente y el futuro de este mundo. Como la 
educación es un salvavidas de cualquier sociedad y el desarrollo social de una sociedad depende de 
la educación, no se puede pasar por alto EdTech. Hoy en día, la implementación de EdTech no es un 
gran problema, ya que muchas organizaciones brindan a las instituciones educativas medios sólidos 
para adoptar y aplicar EdTech en sus campus. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper explores the ways EdTech has been applied and implemented on campuses 
and informs policy, procedures, and practices.  The findings are that the future cannot be predicted 
however technology is the present and future of this world. As education is a lifeline of any society 
and the social development of a society depends on education, thus, EdTech cannot be overlooked. 
Today, EdTech implementation is not a big deal as many organizations provide educational 
institutions with solid means to adopt and apply EdTech in their campuses.  
KEY WORDS: augmented reality, EdTech, educational software, educational technology. virtual 
reality. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The 21st Century has been pertinently called the digital century. Technology has taken over virtually 
all fields of our life. The business, communication, medicine, agriculture, banking, transportation, 
household, war sciences, space exploration have shifted to technology in one way or the other. 
Education is no exception where technology, termed as EdTech, has penetrated and is gaining the 
ground quickly.  
The first world countries have applied modern technologies to the field of education and have 
benefitted from them greatly. Those sticking to old worn-out methods are lagging far behind. We can 
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still find examples of countries that bar the use of modern technology on campuses. The future cannot 
be predicted however technology is the present and future of this world.  
As education is the lifeline of any society and social development of any society depends on 
education; thus, EdTech has to be given the utmost importance. The inclusion of EdTech is a sure 
way to bring this transformation. The implementation of EdTech is not a big challenge as many 
organizations today assist educational institutions to adopt and apply EdTech in their campuses. This 
paper explores the ways EdTech has been applied and implemented on campuses and informs policy, 
procedures, and practices.  
The technologies which are used to assist in education are termed as EdTech (Educational 
Technology) collectively. According to the Association for Educational Communications and 
Technology (AECT), EdTech is "the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving 
performance by creating, using and managing appropriate technological processes and resources". In 
simpler terms it is a concept of transforming traditional book teaching and learning to digital form 
(Evans & Nation, 2013b). EdTech includes not only the latest gadgets but also the management and 
administrative technologies (Mazoué, 2012). Off course it asks for investment, in huge amounts 
sometimes. But it should be kept in mind that this is the investment in the future of nation. This is 
what David Warlick, a lead educationist of modern times has to say in this connection: “We need 
technology in every classroom and in every student and teacher's hand, because it is the pen and paper 
of our time, and it is the lens through which we experience much of our world”. 
There are a lot of advantages of EdTech (Shaikh & Khoja, 2014a; Tenenbaum, Naidu, Jegede, & 
Austin, 2001). Technology defies boundaries through communication devices. It simplifies access to 
educational resources. It motivates students to learn more as they are much attracted to it. It improves 
students writing and learning skills. It makes subjects easy to learn. It increases collaboration between 
teachers and students. It increases students’ innovation and creativity (Fan, 2010). It prepares students 
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for tomorrows technological jobs (Shann, 1992). This all will enhance the educational productivity 
and in turn contribute to national economy. There will be more and better professionals available 
(Dori, 2007).  
The indigenous work force will be able to perform even the most technically specialized tasks. It will 
help in growing exports and lowering imports, thus balancing the international trade of any nation. 
Considering that this article is basically targeted to developing nations, the significance of EdTech 
cannot be exaggerated (Cook & Kaplan, 2011).   
Most Popular Trends of EdTech.  
EdTech has been very successfully applied in many different ways in different parts of the world. It 
has established its strong footing and is used vastly. There are many trends of EdTech which 
developed during the recent years (Evans & Nation, 2013a; Shaikh & Khoja, 2011a).  
The landscape of education is also evolving with the introduction of new technology by making best 
use of them. Perhaps the best use of any technology is its use in education. The latest trends in EdTech 
can be categorized as the following: 
1- Evaluation of Learning. 
2- Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
3- STEAM. 
4- Gamification. 
5- Immersive Learning with VR and AR. 
6- E-Learning. 
7- Social Media in learning. 
8- EdTech for students with special needs. 
9- Management software. 
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10- Teacher Assistance. 
Let us now talk in some detail how these technologies are helping to upgrade education. 
Evaluation of Learning. 
Technology has revolutionized the evaluation of students’ learning especially in higher education. 
Learning analytic is relatively a new trend introduced in the field of education (Tianbo, 2012). It 
allows educators to measure and report student learning by using technology. It has made it possible 
for them to better understand and optimize learning. It is most often done by the use of web (Shaikh 
& Khoja, 2014b).  
The student learning data is continuously updated in software or online system. It is simultaneously 
processed and analyzed. The strengths and weaknesses of students are vividly displayed for the 
enlightenment of both the educators and learners. These insights then can be used for improvement 
in the deficient skills and areas of essential knowledge. At the same time, a teacher can assess the 
effectiveness of his lesson plans and can easily see which methodologies or techniques are favourite 
among students. This helps to improve his teaching and to present better optimized lessons.  
Learning Analytics will also help in finding out about pieces of knowledge students did not pick very 
well. They can be repeated and improved for future teaching. Learning analytics is of great help to 
educators in another way. It assists them to identify students with academic or behavioral challenges 
(Clarke, 2013). This allows student counsellors to work on these students. Resultantly, it serves 
students with problems to overcome their issues and enhance their performance (Blue & Henson, 
2015). 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
AI is the cutting-edge trend in all fields. It is taking hold of almost all industries to perform tasks from 
very basic to advanced levels (Shaikh & Khoja, 2012).  
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In a year or two, it is going to be the hallmark of all services. The field of education can also benefit 
from it greatly. The teachers of today are looking forward to it for the ultimate upgrade of instruction. 
AI is a great help in the most core task of education, grading. Multiple choice, column matching and 
fill in the blanks type questions can be so easily marked by using AI. This automation of grades helps 
to save precious time of teachers, which they can spend to prepare more meaningful activities for the 
students. After its success in grading the objective type questions, AI is not much behind from the 
target of successfully grading the written questions of students (Shaikh & Khoja, 2012).  
Apart from teachers, AI can assist students as well. AI tutors can be consulted when a human teacher 
is not available on account of some urgent commitments. A huge service to both the teachers and 
students by the AI is automated feedback. The system monitors the progress of students, analyzes it 
and enlightens the teacher and student about trends of performance (Shaikh & Khoja, 2011a). This 
makes EdTech an absolute necessity in future based education. Jim Flanagan noted that “we can either 
leave it to others (the computer scientists, AI engineers and big tech companies) to decide how 
artificial intelligence in education unfolds, or we can engage in productive dialogue” (Holmes, Bialik, 
& Fadel, 2019). 
STEAM. 
STEAM is an educational term. It is an acronym of “science, technology, engineering, art and math.” 
It is a more modern and inclusive variant of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math) 
which was first introduced by the American scientist R. Colwell in 1990s and began to be utilized 
actively at the dawn of 20th century.  
As of today, in most developed countries - the US, Australia, the UK, Japan, Canada etc. - the 
popularity of STEM and STEAM-education grows invariably (Khine & Areepattamannil, 2019). It 
represents an integrated approach to education, whereby all scientific and technological concepts are 
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taught in the context of everyday life. The aim of this approach is to build a sustainable educational 
progression between school, university and work, and to ingrain a deeper understanding of global 
economy so that the future STEM-specialist is in step with modern labor-market demands (An et al., 
2017).  
STEAM helps students develop curiosity about the world around them. It also provides a safe 
environment for the learners to express and experience their ideas.  It allows them to learn out of the 
box thinking. It is a great way to strengthen social values of collaboration and coordination (Khine & 
Areepattamannil, 2019). 
Gamification. 
So often, the educators of today come across uninterested students or classes. They find it hard to 
bring them to paying attention. Technology can be of great use in such situations. It has to be kept in 
mind that the present-day generation (known as generation Z) is the cyber generation. They are more 
into technology than the older people are. Even, if you consider it trivial and debase the interest of 
new generation in technology, believe it or not, its introduction in class will enliven them at once 
(Shaikh & Khoja, 2011b). There will be, suddenly, so much excitement that it will be hard to control. 
Learning will become fun. Even better, there could be this gamification trend.  
The lessons can be designed in form of classroom games. The students will learn valuable knowledge 
in fun way. The atmosphere in the classroom will be positive by introducing this trend. It will be of 
great benefit to the learners. This technique is found more useful for the students of K-12. The reason 
is very obvious. Kids are more into games. They like video gaming, and a scenario of competing for 
higher scores can enhance learning process a great deal (Shaikh & Khoja, 2014a). At the same time, 
the advantages of gamification cannot be underscored in higher education to improve the engagement 
level of learners (McLaughlin et al., 2014). Rhine (2012) noted that “the need to know the capital of 
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Florida died when my phone learned the answer: Rather, the students of tomorrow need to be able to 
think creatively: they will need to learn on their own, adapt to new challenges and innovate on-the-
fly”. 
Learning with VR and AR. 
A picture is said to be more than a thousand words. A video is even better. Virtual Reality (VR) and 
Augmented Reality (AR) are also becoming popular very quickly Wong, 2013). It has made life very 
easy for those involved in testing and experimentation. Their introduction in education has brought 
revolution in learning environment. Since the demand for practical and experimental instruction has 
escalated, the value of VR and AR has sky rocketed. It has enhanced the interactive learning and has 
forced the traditional methods to go into oblivion (Shaikh & Khoja, 2014b).  
VR offers a constructed reality and AR displays an enhanced view of a real image. Thus, they help 
to explain complex concepts that plain images or even lab’s hands-on experiments couldn’t show 
students. It is of especial value in teaching complex and abstract concepts in a concrete way. So, the 
students of physics can see real life movements, the students of medicine real life surgeries, and 
likewise the students of engineering can see their creations in real life like environment before going 
for the actual experimentation. Saidin, Halim, and Yahaya (2015) noted that “the advantages and 
beneficial uses of AR features are able to engage students in learning processes and help improve 
their visualization skills. The features can also help teachers to explain well and make the students 
easily understand what they are taught”. 
E-Learning. 
eLearning allows students to be educated or trained electronically. It includes online materials and 
courses (Evans & Nation, 2013c). Students, who cannot, for any reason under the sun, take admission 
in regular classes, can benefit from eLearning (Shaikh & Khoja, 2011b; Zhao & Jiang, 2010). Apart 
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from educational institutions, the businesses also use eLearning to train their employees for required 
new skills. It has become the most popular among latest trends in EdTech.  
Learners can use their computers, laptops, tablets or smartphones to access the study material. The 
process of learning becomes fun as it involves using technology. There is more variety in study 
materials as there are audio-visual parts included along with conventional books. eLearning is time 
saving, innovative and interactive for learners. In one way, the eLearning students are better off than 
regular class students i.e. they are not passive learners like the latter. They actively browse and select 
the most suitable courses for them. They have more opportunities to interact with online materials. 
Such students get more chances to boost their decision-making capabilities as they get more scenarios 
to make their own decisions from time to time.  
The learners also have the freedom of home or office. eLearning is less exhausting as learners acquire 
knowledge through reading or viewing content (Willcox, Sarma, & Lippel, 2016). It really changes 
the way education is delivered. Distant learning has been around over decades, but it is now that it 
has truly sprouted. It is allowing educators to make use of the advantages of technology for more 
effective learning. The result is the recent surge in online learning courses offered by the traditional 
universities as well as totally new online institutions (Dittler & Kreidl, 2016). 
Social Media in learning. 
Who could ever imagine that social media would become part of the learning procedure!  Considering 
that almost every student, younger or older, is endlessly involved and busy in social media, it would 
be a great idea to use it as a tool of education. This concept became a starting point of using social 
media as educational aid (Papo, 2001). Initially, it was used as a communication tool among students 
and teachers to enhance interaction.  
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Social media groups of students allow sharing of ideas, study materials and getting help from others 
in learning difficult concepts. There are so many educational channels on Youtube almost in all 
languages (Sun, 2017). Even a good educational video can go viral. Many such channels have 
thousands to millions of regular visitors who benefit from their videos and animations. The subject 
matter encompasses almost all the subjects in the world. Even the students of far off, backward areas 
who could not hope to study from high standard teachers, can now learn through social media. 
Moreover, there are so many absolutely marvelous Facebook groups and pages run by very learned 
people and organizations. Common people with interest in those subjects can learn a lot from high 
value posts. So, after all, social media is not a complete waste of time (Al-Deen, 2016). 
EdTech for Students with Special Needs. 
What can be safely said is that the lives of students with special needs have changed. The system of 
special education has been greatly reformed by the introduction of technology (Shann, 1992). The 
newly invented/developed gadgets to assist learning for the deaf, the blind or dumb have almost 
removed the burden of disability from their soldiers. The teachers of these institutions are also in 
much better position to develop and customize learning materials for students with special needs. 
Management software. 
Gone are the days when book keeping and accounts keeping had to be done manually, and huge 
portions of building had to be dedicated for paper record. Now a days there are a variety of 
management software available to digitally maintain all sorts of record. Numerous firms offer online 
record keeping and managing all sorts of paper work etc. Life of administrators couldn’t be easier. 
The tasks from attendance to time table, exam sheets and all kinds of analysis and evaluation can be 





Modern technologies have resolved most of the challenges for teachers relating lesson planning and 
presentation. There are lesson plan templates. There are teaching aids like images, charts, tables, 
video files and all other types of materials to be added to a lesson.  
Attractive slides can be prepared to be displayed on classroom devices. They can even benefit from 
heaps of readymade presentations available online. So, planning and preparation of lesson, its 
interesting presentation, its evaluation, assessment of students’ learning, keeping record and 
analyzing performance- each and everything can be accomplished by using modern technology. 
Instead of looking at technology as a part of an already busy educational agenda, according to 
Biancarosa and Griffiths (2012) “technology can be conceptualized as affording tools that teachers 
can deploy in their quest to create young readers who possess the higher levels of literacy skills and 
background knowledge demanded by today's information-based society.” 
CONCLUSIONS. 
Use of Technology in Education is a topic with huge latitude. There is of course a lot to talk about it. 
But one thing is for sure, technology has penetrated the field of education and is gaining ground 
quickly. It has put a new soul in stagnant body of traditional education.  
Different technologies discussed above have broadened the sphere and spectrum of education. They 
have increased the access to knowledge and brought convenience for learners. It has totally changed 
the ways and behaviors of teachers and learners (Watson & Watson, 2013).  
The word of advice is for the institutions, states and countries sticking to outdated and traditional 
methodologies of education. They are risking another generation to grow in older world. They should 
not thwart the capabilities of the young learners by forcing them to study through the same old 
systems their older generations have gone through.  
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Implementation of EdTech is not as rigorous a challenge now-a-days, since there are so many 
organizations working world wide to assist the institutions adopt and apply the modern technologies.    
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